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Rock In-Cl., Inc .,

one of the nations Iea::lng manufacturers

of climbing walls. has developed an
incredibly realistic boulder with an
unsurpassed aesthetic apt::earance and

the incredible real feel of a n&rtural rock

surface.
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SIERRA BOULDER
8ft. W X 20ft.L X 9ft. H -2600 LBS.- INCLUDES 100 HAND HOLDS
PRICE: $24,500.00
plus shipping

The climbing surface is made of a specially
formulated ceramic based resin (CBR)
vvith a reinforced polyester interior
laminate for strength and durability.
Grey or brollVl1 granite are standard
cdorations. Custom cobrations and
sizes are also available.
Stainless steel receivers are cast
direccly into the exterior surface,

which allows the use of our modular

color matched handhold'S. ihe
handhold'S can be rearranged with a
special tool to

create very easy

climbing or spaced to create more
djfficult problem solving situations. In
addition to the Sierra and Summit we
offer a smaller set of boulders called
the Cascade series..

These strong and lightweight boulders
are a great addition outdoors in
playgrounds and parks for climbing or
in a residential landscape where the
real look and feel of natural stone

can

enhance any surrrounding.
Indust

SUMMIT BOULDER
8ft. W X 9ft . L X 9ft. H -1400 LBS .- INCLUDES SO HANDHOLDS
PRICE: $14,750.00
plus skipping

a roved fall protection required for all boulders.
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Sport. Rock IntI., Inc. has expanded its
line of boulders to include a smaller set
called the Cascade series.
As the perfect complement to our
popular Summit and S ierra boulders, our
new Cascade series w ill surely be a hit as
the "new rock on the block."
The strong and lightweight Cascade can
be placed outdoors in playgrounds and
parks for climbing or in a residential
landscape where the real look and feel of
natural stone can enhance any
surroundings.
Built to invite and challenge younger
climbers, the Cascade series
provides the most realistic look and feel
available. The interchangeable handholds
provide a different climb whenever
deSired and reduce the maintenance
required of polished routes.
The Cascade is available in the three
sizes shown with the color option of
grey granite or brown granite, our
standard colorations.
Cascade #1 includes 30 hand holds. #2
includes 20 and #3 includes 15. Shipped
in one piece on its own pallet, the lightweight Cascade is ready for an easy
installation.
Industry approved fall protection required for aU boulders

CASCADE SPECIFICATIONS
CASCADE # I 8lx6Wx7H 750L8S
CASCADE #2 7lx5wx6H 550L8S
CASCADE #3 5lx5Wx5H 300L8S
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$7,800.00
$5,600.00
$3,800.00
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